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Background:
The foundation of Machine Learning models is data, and annotating text data for training NLP models is always time consuming. Existing solutions are usually too complex to use. For example, the annotation tool shown in Fig. 1 has lots of buttons, and users need to manually input the sentences, switch back and forth between several tabs to make a single annotation.

Our project aims to create an open-source annotation software which identifies the entities, recognizes the entity pairs and their corresponding relations using previous models to boost the annotation process. In consequence, annotators could focus on uncertainty of current predictions, reducing cost both timely and financially.

Methods:
Separating front-end and backend is conductive to developing user-interactive functions and making backend focusing on dealing with data when we use models from Open NRE and spaCy. We choose flask, a lightweight framework which supports single page applications and provides full control for users, as our backend building tool. For front-end framework, we choose React due to a steep learning curve. From the perspective of performance, React uses virtual DOM and only loads the different parts in the DOM tree after interacting with users, leading a fast loading speed. Fig. 2 demonstrates our wireflow design for the front-end.

Results
As is shown in Fig. 3, our tool has three main pages: 1) input page that enables users to input documents through MongoDB connection 2) index page that allows users to select documents to annotate and 3) annotation page that unifies all functions like adding entities, relations, assigning relations and etc.

Conclusion
Up to now, we have finished implementing the tool and received positive feedback from our monitor. However, whether we need to further improve our website will be depended on the feedbacks from future users. We hope our annotation tool can help boost the process of annotating text contents and make positive impact for the development of NLP field.
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